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PREFACE

These proceedings contain the written version of the talks delivered
at the Workshop on CP Violation at KAON Factory which was held on December 4, 1988 at TR.IUMF. The articles contain up-to-date reviews on the
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HOW CAN WE ELUCIDATE THE MECHANISM OF CP VIOLATION?*

Gordon L. Kane
Randall Physics Laboratory
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1120

INTRODUCTION
Although there have been a number of very fine experiments probing the
nalure of CP violation, even after 25 years we understand little of the basic
theory involved. We do not know if CP violation

is a profound clue to physics

beyond the Standard Model and to the origin of the baryon asymmetry, or a
trivial accident involving (for example) diagonalizing a mass matrix of quarks or
Higgs scalars or neutralinos or squarks.
So far, the Standard Model gives a satisfactory description of CP violation.
By the Standard Model description of CP violation, I mean that the phase angle
^StandardModel

m

the CKM matrix is nonzero; if this mechanism is the sole source

of CP violation then ^standatdModel must be fairly large since the coefficient of
sinfetandardModelm

e 1S

already of order e.

The Standard Model description of e and e' is at present satisfactory. It
depends on some poorly known parameters. Some of those, such as mi, will be
better known soon. Unfortunately, the hadronic matrix elements

that enter

are not well known, and may not be for a long time. Better measurements
of e and e' will provide valuable input to eventually understanding the origin
of CP violation, but unless the hadronic matrix elements can be calculated,
* Research supported in part by the United States Department of Energy
t Invited Talk, Workshop on CP Violation, TRIUMF, Dec. 1988

measurements of e and e' can never give us real confidence that we understand
CP violation.
Most people do not expect the Standard Model to be the sole source oi
CP violation, for very general reasons. Although the Standard Model describes
the world accessible to experiment so far, it leaves unanswered many questions
and it is conceptually unsatisfactory. Everyone believes that new physics will
appear to help explain why the weak scale is where it is, why there are families,
and so on. Every form of new physics that has been thought of so far involves
new sets of particles whose interactions will normally have phase factors; for the
relevant phase angles to come out zero would require remarkable luck. These
particles could come in the Higgs sector, and/or be supersymmetric partners,
and/or leptoquarks, and/or new gauge bosons. It cannot be emphasized enough
that if the Standard Model were the only origin of CP violation it would be a
remarkable fact that would require explanation.
Given this situation, it is extremely important to find new ways to get information about the source of CP violation. One direction to go is to try to find CP
violating effects in other quark decays, and considerable effort is being devoted
to learning how to do so for b quarks.[3] Unfortunately, large numbers of i's will
be required and facilities that can definitely test Standard Model predictions
may be far in the future.
Important experiments are underway to measure neutron1'1 and electron|5'
electric dipole moments (dn and de). It is particularly important to have both,
since CP violation can occur in QCD, and a nonzero value for dn can always be
interpreted as due to QCD, whatever the electroweak mechanisms. The Standard
Model can only produce dn and de at two loops so it gives predictions orders of
magnitude below what could be observed in the foreseeable future. Finding dn
and de to be about the same size would imply an electroweak mechanism in
addition to the Standard Model one, while rinding \dn\^> \de\ would imply that
dn was due to strong interaction CP violation.
The purpose of this talk is to emphasize that still in the kaon system1''' there

are a number of accessible measurements that can tell us a great deal about the
origins of CP violation.
CP VIOLATION IN SEMILEPTONIC K DECAYS
The basic point to make is that the Standard Model predicts no observable
CP violation semileptonic K decays. '

That is because the decay is a two

family one occurring at tree level, so the phase in the KM matrix can be put

in elements involving the third family, and thus this amplitude is real and CP
conserving. K& and KtA are just different ways of dressing the quarks. So the
first conclusion is that if a CP violating result is observed in a semileptonic K
decay, then the Standard Model is not the sole source of CP violation. But that
prediction is very specific to the Standard Model — in general other possible
sources of CP violation sfc> give observable CP violating contributions at tree
level to semileptonic K decays.
It turns out that is possible to do even better. Some specific observables
in semileptonic A* decays vanish not only in the Standard Model but in larger
classes of theories, as we will see below.
No other model is sufficiently well motivated at a detailed level to justify
extensive calculations. Possibilities are (1) left-right symmetric models, where
the CP violation arises from a relative phase between the left-handed and righthanded Ws; (2) Higgs sector models, where the CP violation arises either from a
relative phase between two or more vacuum expectation values, or as an allowed
phase in the diagonalization of a scalar mass matrix; (3) leptoquark states with
complex Yukawa couplings; (4) supersymmetric theories where phases enter from
diagonalizing mass matrices and loop diagrams contribute to the observable effects. In general sizable CP violating effects can be obtained in various models,

but because a number of parameters are not fixed by other arguments, these may
not be meaningful results.
A',,3 DECAYS
The polarization of the muon in A' + —* n"'y^v^ is a CP violating observable.
It is particularly interesting[6l8) because it vanishes not only for the Standard
Model mechanism, but if the effective Lagrangian is a general combination of V,
A interactions. Thus a nonzero value for < s^ • px x p^. > would demonstrate
that there was a non Standard Model source of CP violation and that it gave an
effective Lagrangian with S, P interactions. Such S, P interactions could arise
from the Higgs sector, from leptoquarks, from supersymmetric partners in loops,
and other approaches.
Models can produce numbers near the present limits on the muon polarization.'9' Experiments could fruitfully search to values of P£ as small as possible
— certainly the 10~3 — 10~4 range is very interesting.
The same remarks hold for Ki —> ic~p^v^. One might worry that the mixture
of CP even state in Ki would mask the interaction of interest, but since the
A'0 and the K

produce muons of different charge at the quark-lepton level,

there is no interference between the two different final states. However, then the
photon exchange between n~ and fi+ produces a Coulomb phase. That can be
approximately calculated, but not with perfect accuracy since an integration over
the hadronic matrix element is involved, so only A' + —+ w°ii+u,l can be studied
below about the 10~4 level.
Ke4 DECAYS
The situation is even bettor.
that in A

+

+

When we turn to Ku decays it turns out

+

—• 7r 7r~e i;e one can find terms whose appearance in the angular

distribution would violate CP, as noted long ago. '°'"
nonzero value for such a term

As occurred above, a

would imply a mechanism for CP violations

in addition to the Standard Model one. One such term

has a sin 2<j> angular

dependence, where <j> is the angle between the pion pair plane and the lepton pair

plane. That term is particularly interesting'6' because it only gets contributions
from V, A effective Lagrangians, not S, P ones.
Here one has to worry that the final state interaction in the nn system could
mask a fundamental CP violation. In fact, it is possible to proceed so as to
avoid this difficulty. To see this, formally one can follow the treatment of ref. 10,
modified by keeping higher partial waves and isospin channels in the TTTY system
to be sure they do not hide the electroweak CP violation. Two of the hadronic
matrix elements are called g and h, one from the vector current and one from
the axial vector current. The CP-violating term is proportional to their product,
Im(gh*). They can be expanded.

J

h =

where the electroweak CP-violating phase factor e** has been put entirely in h,
and 6-K is the angle of (say) the n+ with respect to the direction of the wit system
ii the kaon rest frame. The subscripts p,d,f...

are the

TTTV

partial waves, and

the superscripts the ww isospin channels; I = 1 is understood for odd partial
waves. The 6p,64,... are the TTTT phase shifts.
The CP-violating observable (the term J9 of ref. 10) occurs with a factor
sin 6V from kinematic requirements. Observing that sin" #T is orthogonal to
cos0 r and to 5 cos2 8w — 1, one can see that the product gh* contains the sum of
terms from each partial wave. The electroweak CP violation occurs with

[

2

1

9PK + 9fhf + — {g°dh°d + 9dhd)

•

If sin x is sizable, this term is large enough to observe since gvhp is not too small.
This term gpkp is the (real) hadronic matrix element that will always enter the
interpretation any hadron decay. It can be approximately measured, so our
inability to calculate it will not hinder interpretation. The correction terms from
d, f waves are very small in the region of mK and will be unimportant.
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There is also a contribution thai could mask the CP violation,
sin{60d-6*)[g2dh°d-g°dh2d}
and fortunately it is very small, so the effect of

+ ...
TTTT

strong interactions is not a

problem here. It is small because to the extent the semileptonic decay occurs
at the quark level there is no 1 = 2 Kit channel, so it vanishes; even if small
corrections occur, the </-wave phase shift at mK is very small.
Coulomb effects still occur, and have not been calculated. Ultimately they
will limit the precision of possible measurements, since their calculation depends
en form factors. To see how far one can go, it will be necessary to do a detailed
study of the expected sizes of various terms.
As stated above, the term we have emphasized here only gets contributions
from electroweak CP violation with V, A effective Lagrangians. Other contributions do appear in various terms in the full decay angular distribution.
PERSPECTIVE
Because the Standard Model contribution is so small (one will occur at twoloop, GIM suppressed level), the semileptonic K decays are an ideal place to look
for other sources of electroweak CP violation. As mentioned in the introduction,
it is very hard to imagine that whatever physics takes us beyond the Standard
Model does not lead to CP violating interactions. Thus the semileptonic K
decays should be exploited experimentally as one of the few ways to search for
new physics that will be available to us, and as one where there is a good chance
the new physics will appear.
There arc a number of ways to search for CP violating effects in semileptonic
K decays. We have discussed only two of them, ones that seem simpler and more
promising at first glance. Comparing decays from CP conjugate charge states is
possible. If an effect is ever seen, it will enter other terms as well, and can be
better constrained by more complete measurements. Picking out CP violating
terms in Ke\ will require extensive data because binning in three angles and

perhaps two energies will be necessary. It is clear that there is great justification
for extensive running time to make such studies at currently available facilities,
and that (subject to estimates of limits set by Coulomb corrections, etc.) the
event rates possible at future dedicated facilities will probably be necessary to
fully probe these decays.
One can summarize the approach as in Table 1. Each of several outcomes for
several experiments can be explained in a number of ways. No one of them can
be definitive. But the pattern from several can provide definitive information
about the implications of CP violation. This approach can be generalized

to D

7

and B semileptonic decays in obvious ways, and to H , Z, and lepton interactions
too.
Table 1.

Experiment

Mechanism

Standard
Model

Strong
CP Violation

non-Standard Model
I'. .4 effective
Lagrangian

non-Standard Model
S. P effective

yes

no

yes

yes

:0~iJc cm)

no

yes

yes

yes

dt (at level >
lCT27r cm)

no

no

yes

yes

A',,1 transverse muun
polarization

no

no

no

yes

A',4 sin 2<J term

no

no

yes

no

d,, (at level >

This table shows the different ways various mechanisms produce CP violating effects. The entries "yes" and
"no" report whether each mechanism is able to produce an observable effect for the experiment in the
left-hand column.
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MEASURING e'/e

B. Winstein
The University of Chicago

ABSTRACT
We will discuss here the present status in the determination of this important parameter governing the size of a possible CP non-conserving
effect in the decay of the neutral kaon to tv/o pions. In particular, v/e
will present a brief comparison of the detectors for the two major experiments currently measuring e'/c, NA31 and E731. Then we discuss why
we might need to do even better and we will finally present a scenario
where very high sensitivity measurements can be performed using the
proposed Main Injector at Fermilab.
THE CURRENT EXPERIMENTS
We begin with a discussion of NA31 and E731 because: it is prudent to assess the
present situation in planning for the future. NA31 has reported a non-zero result, 1 ' 3 ) tho lirst
one of any significance, while E7312) is still in the analysis stage of its main data set. NA31
has had a major new run since the publication of their result and yet another new run is
scheduled for the latter half of 1989.
Table I presents some relevant characteristics of the two experiments. Thr doted or
parameters listed are relevant for the extraction of a value for e'/c. The experiments use
different techniques and these differences will be brought out to some extent in the following
discussion of the detector parameters and how each couples to the determination of e'/c.
The sources for the comparisons are given in Refs. 1-3 together with some unpublished
theses from both groups. The comparisons are meant to reflect the detector characteristics
for NA31 during their 1986 run, where their published value was obtained, and for the E7.il
detector during its 1987 run; subsequent upgrades are not considered.
We point out at the beginning that both efforts need to keep systematic uncertainties
in a variety of measured quantities to below the 0.001 level. This includes three important
factors. First, the kaon energy as reconstructed from its 2K° and W+TT~ modes jiiu.sl be
known to 10~3: one is comparing decay rates for the two decay modes and the laboratory
decay rate depends inversely on the energy. Second, the losses of signal due to trigger and
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Table I. Some characteristics of experiments NA31 and E731.
Characteristic

NA31

E731

110 K

300 K

Gamma Detection
noise/channel
gain drift
non-linearity
position resolution
energy resolution

16MeV
1/2%/day
small
0.8 mm
1.7%

5MeV
2%/month
6%
3 mm
3.8%

TT* Detector
x* gain drift
JT* non-linearity
position resolution
energy resolution

1/2%/day
40%
450 fi
10%

n o /i
i%

Statistics
2ir° events

Trigger/Analysis Losses
w± losses
7T° losses

50%

Acceptance Corrections
KL/KS acceptance difference
a) pjz bins
b) overall
Accidental Losses
Backgrounds
Ki —» 7r+jr~ background
K'l —> 2x° background

~2.5%
(each mode)
0.7%/2.1<T

0.4%/3c
4%
0.02%

R's —* 2TT0 incoherent

Ks —• 7r+ir~ incoherent
Result
double ratio
statistical error
systematic error

-3.5%
(each mode)

0.980
0.004
0.005

0.003
1
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analysis selection criteria must be known to 10 3 . Third, the losses due to the overlapping
of "accidental" chamber hits, photons, and neutrons must be known as well to 10~3 anil
this effect is particularly troublesome in that it changes on many time scales: nanoseconds
from large "bucket-to-bucket" variations, microseconds and milliseconds from other shortterm accelerator instabilities, and minutes or hours from longer-term accelerator intensity
variations.
Turning now to the comparison table, the first entry is the level of statistics for the
AT, —> 27r° mode which is the most difficult to collect; the figures are those after all analysiscuts. With respect to gamma detection, NA31 uses lead-liquid argon while E731 uses lead
glass. The liquid argon has more electronic noise and significantly larger gain drifts than does
the lead glass. However, it has much smaller non-linearity and as well the position and energy
resolution are significantly better. (While the lead-liquid argon has a resolution that has ;in
energy dependence of 8%/%/E compared to 4.5%/^E for load-glass, lead-glass has a const mil
term which, for photons, is about 2.5% so that for the energies of the gammas in question,
the liquid argon is superior. Similarly, the glass non-linearity arises from the coupling of liglil
absorption in the glass with the logarithmic increase of shower maximum with energy.)
With respect to pion detection, E731 uses a conventional drift chamber spectrometer
while NA31 uses hadron calorimetry with no magnetic analysis. The calorimeter has a significant time drift and as well, since it is non-compensated, there is considerable non-Iincarily in
its response over the relevant pion energy range; its energy resolution is typically 10% compared to 1% for the magnetic spectrometer. These rather large deviations are ameliorated in
that the kaon energy is determined from the opening angle of the tracks and the ratio of the
two hadron energies.
Losses from the trigger and analysis are small except for the charged pion losses for
NA31. We recall that this 50% loss needs to be known to the 0.001 level, at least the relative
loss for running in the li'i vi the k's modes. This is not easy in that the conditions aro
different. The reason that the lo. ses are so great is that, without a magnet, rather stringent
cuts on the pattern of energy deposit in the em and hadronic calorimetry arc required to
reduce the contribution from vev decays.
With respect to acceptance corrections, since NA31 moves its I\'s target train throughout the decay region to simulate the A/, decay distribution, the acceptance corrections me
very small (the analysis is done in bind of p and z). E731 uses a regenerator to provide a As
component, side-by-side with a A'^ beam, but the decay distributions are different so that
acceptance corrections need to be made. The vertex resolution in the charged mode is about
15 cm which is sufficiently good that a p-and-z bin analysis can be done for that mode but in
the neutral mode, an overall acceptance correction must be made and this amounts to about
3% and it varies with momentum.
The understanding of accidental losses is very important as we have indicated before.
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Interestingly enough, the losses are similar for each mode for each of the detectors. NA31
runs both li's modes simultaneously, and then both Ki, modes while E731 runs both 7r+7r~
modes simultaneously, and then both 2?r° modes resulting in better cancellation. In addition,
some of the E731 running was done with all four modes collected simultaneously.
The next item in the table compares the residual backgrounds after all analysis cuts.
The charged mode background is smaller for E731, primarily because of the magnetic analysis.
For the li'i —> 2ir° mode, again E731 is significantly smaller primarily because of an extensive
system of gamma veto counters situated outside the aperture of the lead-glass to catch extra
gammas from the copious 3TT° decay. E731 has one background that NA31 does not have and
this results from the use of the regenerator; incoherent regeneration must be subtracted and
in the neutral mode, this is at the 4% level.
Finally we give the result for the double ratio: NA31 has a 2% effect with a Q.VX
statistical error and an estimated 0.5% systematic error; E731 will have a statistical error of
about 0.3%.
From the above discussion, it is clear that since the systematic effects are different for
the two experiments, agreement in the ultimate result will be very satisfying.
WHY DO BETTER?
Why are we considering even more accurate determinations? Let us consider two scenarios, one in which NA31 and E731 disagree on e'/( and one in which they do agree.
In the case where the two experiments disagree (or the answer is consistent with zero),
then there is a clear case for another generation of experiment. CP non-conservation is un
important issue and we would not be able to say that our standard model could easily
accommodate it within the Kobayashi-Maskawa framework. In parallel, we will be looking
for CP violating effects in the heavy quark sector but such experiments, in spice of the possibly
large asymmetries, are most difficult.
Even if the experiments agree to the degree that we can say that there is an established
non-zero effect, there is still an argument for doing even better. It is true that today theory ran
calculate the value of c'/e with only very large uncertainty. However, with further advance.-:
on the theoretical side (lattice gauge theory, etc.) and on the experimental side (top mass.
b —> xi transition) the "predictive" power will be greatly enhanced. Since we believe that ('I'
non-conservation is a good window on physics at a very high mass scale, beyond the standard
model, more precise measurements are clearly in order. We point out that now the "Cabibbo
angle" is known to about 1% and it is this precision that enables us to establish the consistency
of the 3x3 weak coupling charged current matrix. This situation in CP violation would he
perhaps similar to the one concerning parity violation were the only manifestation in the
mixing of atomic energy levels: in such a case, clearly more and more refined measurements
would be called for.
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How would one execute a next generation experiment? We and others have speculated5)
on this in the past; while there are possibly clever things one can do with a coherent beam
and using optimally chosen regenerators to coherently or diffractively scatter the beam, the
clear driving consideration is a great deal more statistical precision, namely on the order of
107 to 10 s KL —» 2TT° decays, coupled with a much higher precision detector. Since we should
know the value of e'/e with a precision of about 0.0007 in 1990, we should plan the next
generation experiment to have a precision of better than 10~4 which is where the statistical
requirement arises.
We point out that there are possibly two other ingredients that could alter this picture
that we have presented as motivation for another generation of exoperiment: one is the
CPLEAR experiment which should have a result on f'/e by a very different technique in 1990
and the second is the result from recent and even more refined measurements of the neutron
electric dipole moment.
Such experiments will require a great deal of kaon flux; they could be performed al
BNL with its Booster, at a "kaon factory11 such as the one being planned at TR1UMF, or at
FNAL using the new Main Injector5^ as proposed for that lab's upgrade.
REFERENCES
1. Burkhardt, H., et al., Phys. Lett. B 206. 170 (1988).
2. Woods, M., et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 60. 1695 (1988).
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CP VIOLATION IN THE KAON SYSTEM WITH THE FERMILAB UPGRADE
B.Winstein
The Enrico Fermi Institute and The University of Chicago
and
GJ.Eock and R.Coleman
Fermilab
INTRODUCTION
We briefly review the status of experiments addressing very rare
processes and CP nonconservation in the kaon sytum and discuss the
prospects for improvements at current facilities. We itrets the role of
the new Main Injector at Fermilab as a source of high energy kaons
which will not be surpassed in intensity by any planned facility.
Experiments with a branching ratio sensitivity of 10"10 per hour
appear possible.
CURRENTSTATUS
The best experiments searching for lepton flavor violation in kaon
decays are presently being done at BNL. These include the mules
KL-4He(D and K+-»x+u,e<J) where die limits are now between 10-'
and 10-10 . Another experiment at BNL just getting underway using
slopped kaons is studying the mode K+-»x++"nothing"<3> and that
effort will very likely reach the goal of 10"10 in sensitivity where
there is a good chance of seeing a signal.
In the area of CP nonconservstioa, again an experiment at BNL has
the best limit on the size of the transverse polarization of the muon
in Ku3 decays'4). With respect to studies of t'lt. the E731<J>
experiment at Fermilab has the largest number of KL->2X° decays
(over 300K) with the smallest background from 3x° decays (less than
0.5%). The best limit on the parameter T|+-o again comes from an
experiment") at Fertnilab as does that for the mode K|.-»xoe+e-(s>
which has received a great deal of attention*7) recently.
A conclusion that one could drew from the above discussion is that,
in spite of the much reduced proton flux at the Fermilab Tevatron,
for those modes with x°'s in the final state, the higher energy facility
has the advantage. This we believe to be the case as we will argue
below.
1

PROSPECTS FOR IMPROVEMENT
We discuss here likely improvements, primarily in the experiments
addressing CP nonconservation. The lepton flavor violation
experiments will no doubt be improved at BNL with the planned
upgrades of that lab. It is clear that experiments with stopping kaons
will also benefit from increased intensity as they appear to be
presently limited by a lack of flux. Further improvements it this
area are likely with a "kaon factory' as has been proposed in Canada.
The next generation experiment*') studying the 2s decays of the
neutral kaon is likely to require 10s K L - » 2 X ° events: such a sample
would permit a measurement of t'lt with a statistical precision of
better than 1(H where the Standard Model would be definitive in its
non-zero prediction. Even putting aside systematic effects for the
moment, such a level of statistics would be very difficult to collect at
the Tevatron.
Closely coupled with the issue of a non-zero t'lt is the size of the
branching ratio for Ki_-»x°e+e- which very likely has a Urge
contribution in lowest order that is "direct" CP violation^). At BNL<9),
KEKO°), and FNALOO there are proposals to search for this mode
with sensitivities in the range of 1O 10 to 10"11. While this represents
a significant advance over the present limit which is in the 10**
range, unless there are some surprises, such a sensitivity will likely
not be enough to definitively make an observation: the Standard
Model predictions^) generally fall in the range of a few times 10*I2
to a few times lf> 11 .
We believe that in the future the best place to perform these
experiments will be at the new Main InjectorO2) which has been
proposed at Fermilab as a major part of the upgrade of mat
laboratory in the next decade.
THE MAIN INJECTOR
While this has been proposed in large measure to significantly
increase the luminosity for the FNAL collider experiments, for our
purposes we are concerned with its use as a source of high euergy,
high intensity extracted protons for kaon production.
The parameters of the extracted protons are the following:

THE DETECTOR
energy
intensity
spill length
repetition lime
duty cycle
microstruclure

120 GeV
3.0x1013
1.9 sec
3.8 sec
50%
debunched

An important factor is the ability of the Injector to provide
extracted beam year-round, during both fixed target and collider
operations.
The available proton flux would be about 100 times that at the
Tevatron and the new facility would be operating in the mid-1990s.
In the next sections, we describe the possible use of this facility for
neutral beam experiments addressing the issue of CP
nonconservation. The kaon flux in the energy region E>15 GeV which
is useful for the experiments under consideration will significantly
exceed that at other facilities.
THE NEUTRAL BEAM
In the figure, we show a model neutral beam and detector
configuration which could address CP nonconservation with very
great sensitivity.
First, 25m of magnetized collimaiion are used as a dump for the
charged secondaries and non-interacting primary protons.
Calculations indicate that this will reduce the flux of muons through
the detector to well below the rale from the kaon decays themselves.
The solid angle is chosen to be only 36ustr resulting in a relatively
small beam hole (35cm x 35cm) at the end of the detector, 55m from
the target. The decay region is 20m in length. The targeting angle is
20mr thereby reducing the neutron flux by a factor of 40 compared
to 0°. The neutron (and non-decaying kaon) beam is transported
through the detector in vacuum.
The instantaneous ratesU3) m t n e beam arc the following:
kaons
neutrons
kaon decays (total)
kaon decays (15 GeV<E<50 GeV)

2.2x109 Hz
1.9xlO'Hz
8

1.3xl0 Hz
3.3xl07Hz

The model detector shown in the figure is configured to have high
acceptance for kaon decays with energy greater than 15 GeV. It has a
cross-sectional area of 3m x 3m and consists of high precision drift
chambers, an electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter, TRD
modules, and a "y shield" covering the entire decay region and
detector to detect Y'S emitted backwards in the center-of-mass
system.
The acceptance of this detector is high: 16% for the *°e+e- mode
with the requirement of 1 GeV minimum photon energy. Thus the
sensitivity of such an experiment will be about 10"10 per hour of
running. This should be compared to the currently best attained
limitd) (for a two-body mode) of about 10-'" per experiment.
We point out that the above design is conservative in that there is
a great deal more flux available were one to use a beam of greater
solid angle and/or equip the beam region with detectors to increase
the acceptance. Thus, should detector advances permit, there is the
potential for measurements of even greater sensitivity although the
relatively modest configuration is already quite an advance and
appears adequate to address the physics.
We do not want to underestimate the considerable difficulties in
performing such high sensitivity measurements. The rates in the
detector are very high: there are 1.4 tracks per kaon decay in the
decay region which traverse the first chamber. This then implies that
the singles rates in that chamber will be 1.6rl0 8 Hz. Thus the
conditions are not unlike the environment at the SSC although of
course the multiplicity is greatly reduced. The wire pitch will need to
be on the order of 3mm; in such a case, the rate on the hottest wire
would be 6.6x10 s Hz. The electromagnetic calorimeter would consist
of perhaps 20,000 cells of high resolution, radiation-hard material.
Triggering and data acquisition pose significant challenges, Much
work in the simulation and study of possible backgrounds is needed.
Even so, we believe that the advantages of the higher energy range
are most significant and lead to the conclusion that such experiments
are best done using the extracted beam at the Main Injector.
WHY HIGHER ENERGY?
Similar fluxes could be found at a "kaon factory" were one to
reduce the energy range of the beam, in this section we detail the
advantages of using higher energy kaons made from high energy
protons for the CP nonconservation studies discussed above. These

4.The beam dump
involve the rejection of backgrounds, the optimization of icceptance.
and particle identification. These considerations are largely based
upon our experience with E731.
1 .Electromagnetic energy resolution
Perhaps most important is the I/VE term in the energy resolution
of electromagnetic calorimeters. Resolution is at a premium in such
experiments as there are many backgrounds which can be
discriminated against primarily by means of good resolution. This is
particularly true as the intensity increases and dominant
backgrounds result from accidental overlapping of in-time and oulof-time decays.
2.Rejection of backward gammas
Both for detection of the x°)t 0 and the x°e+e" decay modes, there
are significant backgrounds with extra soft photons. In the former
case, there is the dominant u°x°x° mode while in the latter case,
Daluz decays with missing photons are important. These extra
photons are simply boosted to a higher energy in the laboratory
making their detection easier. The ability to efficiently reject such
events has been a key factor in the low background levels in both
H°JI° and x°e*e" obtained by the E731 experiment.
3.Fixed thresholds
Kaon production obeys approximate scaling (the x dependence is
roughly proportional to (1-x) 3 ) so that the same rates are in
principle available at a lower energy machine if one simply scales
the energies. However, there are important features of the detector
which do not scale and one of these is the threshold in an
electromagnetic detector. The model configuration discussed above
uses a 1 GeV threshold and, in practice in kaon experiments, a
threshold in this range has been used no matter what the beam
energy. This is because there is a signiricant rate of effectively
minimum ionizing 'showers' in the electromagnetic calorimeter and
the effective energy of these "showers" is roughly 1/2 GeV. The 1
GeV threshold is chosen to effectively discriminate against Ibis
background.

Another factor which does not scale with energy is the required
thickness of the beam dump. Hadronic showers grow logarithmically
rather than linearly with energy so that experiments can be liluaied
relatively closer to the target at the higher energy facility and this
results in a beam with the same range of PT having a smaller dead
region (due to the beam hole) in the detector. Thus the acceptance
will be greater. As we mention below, this feature makes the study
of Ks decays easier as well.
S.Particle

identification

At higher energy, one has much better x/e separation in the
calorimeter and this is important in rejecting, for example, radiative
Ke3 decays with an accidental overlapping photon. In addition, higher
energy secondaries permit the use of multiple stages of TRD's giving
added nit separation.
Finally we point out the advantages in having a high acceptance
detector. Obviously this is desirable to achieve maximum sensitivity.
However, there, is another more important advantage. The higher the
acceptance the greater the ability to observe with the detector that
an accidental overlap did indeed occur: the accidental events are
themselves kaon decays and it is clear that high acceptance helps
greatly in identifying the presence of an additional decay in the
event.
There is a useful figure of merit which can be employed to
compare different configurations. This is the ratio of the "acceptable
flux" to the singles rate in the detector, where "acceptable flux* is
defined to be the decay rate in the energy region of interest times
the acceptance in that energy region. For the model configuration
discussed above, that figure is 3.4% which is considerably greater
than for any of the current experiments.
K s PHYSICS

Finally we would like to point out that although the model
configuration above concentrated upon the CP violating Ki_ decays,
there are considerable advantages at higher energy for Ks decays as
well. This results primarily from the fact that one can be situated
relatively closer to the target. This opens up another realm of physics
including CP violation in 3n decays (r|+-o and TJOOO) *nd other rare Ks

decays, including n°e*e". Ii may in fact be necessary 10 study the
interference between Ks and Ki_ decays to «°e*e" to establish a
"direct" CP violating effect.
SUMMARY
We have pointed out the considerable advantages of the use of
high energy kaons for studies of CP oonconservaiioo. We do not claim
to have proved that one can reach sensitivities of the order of 1 0 1 3
per 1000 hour experiment, only that the flux is there at high energy
where one has the best opportunity. A factor of 100 increase in flux
at the Tevairon would perhaps be the most desirable scenario for the
experiments that we are considering here; given the impossibility of
this option, we find that the Main Injector is considerably more
appealing than a 30 GeV "kaon factory". Such a facility would have a
greater proton flux than at the Main Injector; however, we have
argued that for the same sensitivity, if one chooses to operate in the
same beam energy range (E>15 GeV), the singles rates would be a
great deal higher (from all die lower energy decays) while if a scaled
energy range is chosen, there would be more serious difficulties with
resolution, particle identification and low energy backgrounds.
There will be a workshop at Fermilab in the Spring of 1989 on the
subject of Physics with the Upgrade. At the workshop, there will be
studies in the following areas for kaon physics:
1. high resolution, radiation resistant calorimetry
2. Drift chambers in a 10" Hz environment
3. The •> shield"
4. TRD's for kaon decays
3. Triggering
6. Data acquisition
7. KL and Ks beam design
8. Charged beam design and experiments
9. Background simulation
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CP violation in

Ki

Laurence S. Littenberg
Physics Department
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, N.Y. 11973 USA
It's been appreciated for many years1 that the decays Ki —» 7r°££ are CP violating
to lowest order in the Standard Model, and that the component of direct CP violation in
these decays is likely to be comparable to that of the CP violation due to state mixing
(e). This is to be contrasted with the case of K° —>

TTTT wherein

the latter contribution is

2

predicted to be hundreds of times larger than the former .
The direct CP-violating component arises mainly through the same sort of short distance processes3 that mediate Ki —» -K°VV and K+ —t 7r+i/p. The relevant diagrams4
("W-box" and "Z-penguin") are shown in Figure 1. In addition there are two potentially
significant Standard Model contributions arising from the mediation of photons. The first
is that due to the "electromagnetic penguin" (Figure 2a). This contributes to both the
real and imaginary parts of the amplitude for K° and K° —» -K°e+e~ and vas originally
expected to dominate K^ —> ir°e+e~s. The contribution of the real part enters through
the small admixture of K\ in the if£. This gives roughly
(1)
to the K\ amplitude. The K+ branching ratio is measured8 to be 2.7 x 10" T . The ratio
of Ki to K+ rates is 1 in the SU(3) limit and recent estimates7'8'* vary from

0.1 to 2.5.

+

This uncertainty can be eliminated by a measurement of BR [K^ —* -x°e e~), which the
above estimates imply is in the range 0.2 — 5.0 x 10~9 (far below the current upper limit10
of 4.5 x 10~5). For p / W ^ + + J\ — 1) the Kg branching ratio is 1.9 x 10~9 and the
corresponding K\ branching ratio given by the indirect CP-violating contribution alone
would be 6.0 x 10~32 . The electromagnetic penguin, through its imaginary part, also
contributes to the direct CP-violating (K2) amplitude. Recent, rather large, estimates for
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the top quark mass have led to the realization* that this contribution is likely to be smaller
than the Z-penguin and the W-box contributions referred to above. The combination of
direct CP-violating terms gives BR^K^

—>K°e+e~),iirert

~ -5xlO" 5 (s2S3sin6)2, a number

quite comparable to that given by the e term.
In addition to the CP-violating terms there is a 27-mediated CP-conserving contribution (Fig 2b) whose size is naively of the same order as that of the CP-violating ones
(Gpa^

vs Gpaeme). Chiral perturbation theory calculations8'9 originally predicted a tiny

(O (l0~ 14 )) branching ratio from this effect while a recent calculation by Sehgal11 based
on a vector dominance model suggests to the contrary that this 2~f contribution could
dominate the KL -> 7r°ee branching ratio (BR$°h9al • - 1.5 x 10~"). Efforts to resolve this
conflict are in progress12 but the matter is still open.
Ultimately one hopes to separate the three contributions (which can of course interfere
with one another) and use this decay as a precise measurement of direct CP-violation in the
Standard Model. Methods for accomplishing this in the presence of a large Sehgal term (but
under certain simplifying assumptions) are given below. It is necessary to observe 7T°e+e~
decays emanating from a K° beam from <

6TKS

to > 15r/fs. The rate of early decays

+

determines F (K\ —» 7r°e e~) and thus the e contribution to K& —» 7r°e+e~. The rate
of late decays determines the sum of all three contributions. If the Sebgal contribution is
comparable to the CP-violating terms, large asymmetries11 between the e+ and e~ energies
are predicted for this region. If these are indeed observed, then an analysis utilizing the
Dalitz plot information as a function of proper time in the Ks — Ki interference region
will be needed to determine the real and imaginary parts of the 2-y amplitude. This in
turn allows the extraction of the direct CP-violating amplitude. It may also be possible,
as will be discussed below, to extract the CP-violaling contribution from the Ks and
Ki regions (without studying the intermediate region) if the process Ki —• ^ff

can be

well-measured.
I now give an outline of both sorts of analysis13. Ignoring the K° component, what is
produced in p-nucleus collisions is

\K°) a 4
1 /
a ~ (e~iM^ \\K2) + e\Kx)\ + ,; -M^ [\Ki) + e\K2)})
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and
(TV°e+e-\T\K°) = ~

[e- i J v ^ r [A2 + eA{) + e~iM*T (4j + eA3)]

(3)

where Ai,2 = (^°e+e~[T\Kh2).
Noting that Aj (CP-violating or higher order CP-conserving) is small compared with
.4i (CP-conserving in lowest order) and that |e| « .0023, we discard the f A2 term. Then

+ 2Re
Before proceeding, we need some more definitions and simplifying assumptions. First
we take A\ to be real, which is in general not quite true. A\ and Av are functions of
kinematic variables W = 2m2K + 2m2. - 2mx (-#«- + Ee+) and A = 2mK (Ee- - Ee+). For
future reference we note that A\ is an even function9 of W and A. We define the real
constant 77 such that the direct CP-violating amplitude for K2 —» 7r°ee is given by iij|e|i4i.
The CP-conserving 27-mediated amplitude for K% —> z°ee\cp-,

we call A2-,. We then

have
A2 = A2-, + iv\e\Ai

(5)

Noting that arg (e) ~ ?r/4, and setting 8 = mi — ms, we get

+ 2Re [{AUn + {iri\e\ + e) A2] e"*"] e~tr\
We now examine the three time regions separately, starting with the Ks region in
which

RS(A,W,T)

«

\AWST

(7)
TsT

If Eq. (7) is integrated over the Dalitz plot, we get simply \T (Ks -* ir°ee) e~

.

Thus, a measurements at early times determines T (Ki —> 7r°ee). Comparing the observed
dependence of A\ on W and A with the prediction of the short distance approximation",
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d2r

w2 - A2

dWdA

4

(8)

will provide an important consistency check oa the present analysis.
At times > > TS, one gets
RL(A,W,T)=

2

l\\A27\

2

+ \e\

(9)

where Aabs and -Aj,jp are respectively the absorptive and dispersive parts of A^^.
Note that in the short distance approximation A\ is proportional to a function of
W times u(k)rfv (k1). A27 also has a term proportional to u(k)$v(k')
proportional to u(k)v(k').

as well as one

The latter term is knov/n to be very smaJI as it is helicity

suppressed. The former term may also be small, in which case the analysis of this decay is
much simplified, but at the moment the expected size of this term is controversial so that
we are not free to ignore it. In lowest order11:
Aai,

~ Afi (*)*;(*')

(10a)

b, x function(W)

(106)

The above implies that A^bs and A^is are each proportional to A2A \ times a function
of W (different in the two cases). We define aabc, adiapi fa (W)» a n d fy (W) such that
(Ua)
(lib)
and we find (in the Ki region),
RL{A,W,r)

= d\A27\2 + \e\2A2\(l +V2 + V2V)
,

(12)

+ 2Vaob,Afa (W) + V2 (adi,pfd (W) + aab,fa (W)) AJ j e ^
Note that the terms odd in A integrate to 0 over the Dalitz plot so that integrating:

RL (r) = \ [r 27 + | £ | 2 r (Ks - T°ee) (l + r,2 + V2V)] e~T^

(13)
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Thus if Tij is non-negligible, without other measurements TJ cannot be extracted, i.e., one
cannot just make a measurement of the rate in the large r region and learn anything about
the direct CP-violation. One can, however, learn more by studying the Dalitz Plot in this
region. Expanding A27 via Eq. (11),

\A27\2 = \e\2Al \{adi,pfd{W))2

+ (aabsfa (W))2] A2

(14)

Substituting Eq (14) into Eq. (12), dividing by \e\2A2 (the latter as given by Eq. (8)),
and integrating over r , one obtains a quadratic form in A. If the data is sufficient to
determine the coefficients, much valuable information can be extracted.

The constant

2

term (given by the rate at the line Ee- = Ee+) is 1 +T} + y/li). Thus r, can be determined
to a quadratic ambiguity. The coefficient of A 2 determines F27. The coefficient of A
is -v/2 [(1 + y/lr)) aabtfa (W) + adispfd(W)].
by a measurement

14

The product \aab,fa (W) j can u e determined

O

of Ki —• TT 77, and the product \adjtpfj (W) | by subtracting the

absorptive term in quadrature from Tiy. Depending on the specific values tlmt. determined,
and on the value obtained for the linear coefficient, it may then be possible to break the
quadratic ambiguity and obtain a unique value for 77.
If this is not possible, we can appeal to the distribution in the Ks — Ki interference
region:
•RJ(T) = \e\A\\ (~

+ adiapAfd(W)) cosSr
(15)

+ -L+aab,Afa {W)j sinSr
Once again, the terms odd in A integrate to 0 over the Dalitz plot:
Rj (T) = |e|r (K° -> 7r°ee) f-^=cos6r + \n + ~ \ sinSrj e~Ti

(16)

Note that 77 can be extracted from the integrated formulae if all three time regions are
measured. Assuming that V (K§ —> 7r°e+e~) « F (if + —+ 7r + e + e~), and that neither the
direct CP-violation nor the 27 term is orders of magnitude larger than the indirect (e) term,
the Ks and Ki contributions cross at ~ IOT5. One must be sensitive to times as small
as ~ ITS in order to get any sort of measurement of F (Ks —» 7T°ee). The large r region
must be measured well enought to subtract the contribution of the e

LT

term from that

of the interference region. Figure 3 shows the time distribution under various assumptions

2'!
for the parameters. It is clear that extracting the parameters from this distribution will
require reasonably high statistics, not easily achieved for a process with branching ratio
~ 10"n.
To improve the stptistical powe>: of the experiment, it is very beneficial to fit the
distribution

R(A,W,T)

without integrating of the DaliU ;.iot. Sehgal11 has pointed out

the possible large Dalitz plot interference between the CP-violating and CP-conserving
constributions to Ki —* 7r°e"L.':~. Analyzing this interference as a function of time should
constitute an oiEcient method of extractirg the critical parameters. For example, in the
Ks — Ki interference region, one can subtract symmetric points on the Dalitz plot:
J R / (A,^ ) T)- J R/(-A,W,r)

= 2 | e | ^ [aditpfd(W)cosSr + a^b.f* (W) sinSr) Ae~tT (17)

Fitting the time evolution of the data to this form allowc ;.he separate extraction of the
absorptive and dispersive part of the 2-y amplitude. Knowing these then allows r> to be
determined.
The analysis sketched above will require a number a improvements before it can be
used to reliably extract the direct CP violation. I list a number of the most important:
1. There is an admixture of K° produced in p-nucleus interactions along with the K°.
This effect is easily included in the above formalism, but unfortunately the existence of this
''dilution" is inimical to the prospects for a practical measurement of direct CP-violation.
2. As mentioned above, we art; not really free to take Ai as real. I believe that this
effect can be included to a sufficiently accurate degree by replacing'1 e with e — i£. The
modulus and phase of the sum are changed by about 10% from those of e.
3. There is a piece of the direct contribution which does not interfere with the statemixing or CP-conserving contributions in the way indicated above4. This piece becomes
relatively more important as the mass of the top quark increases. An attempt will be made
to include it in the above formalism in the near future.
4. The short distance form used for Ai is almost certainly not the whole story in
Ki - • 7r°ee.
I remain hopeful, however, that these difficulties can be overcome, and that with
sufficient statistics and good coverage in r, W, and A, the direct CP-violating amplitude
can be unambiguously determined.
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The immediate prospects for experiments on Ki —* ir°t+e~ are for sensitivities in ths
range 1 0 ~ a 0 - 1 0 ~ n rather than the lO" 1 3 - 1 0 ~ H necessary to access Standard Model CP
physics. Thus there should be plenty of time to perfect the methods of extraction described
above. In the meantime the upcoming experiments will serve mainly to search for nonStandard CP-violating currents 15 ' 19 , scalars which decay to e + e~, or other new physic?
which may fall into the three order of magnitude gap between the current u p p T limit10'1
BR {Ki —* 7r°e + e~) < 4 x 10~ 8 , and the upper limit of Standard Model prediction (a frw
xHT").
It is also possible for new CP-conserving interactions involving direct-channel scaJ..r
exchange to produce leading order amplitudes for Ki

—+ 7r°e+e~. However these uc

constrained to be rather small1* by data on Ki —> e + e~ because such interactions e\.irl •
the helidty suppression normally operative in the latter decay. Thus the current apprr
limit18, BR (KL -* e+e~) < 1.2 x 10~9, corresponds to a Ki -> 7r°e+e~ branching ratio vf
3 x 10~12, and it is unlikely that such contributions can be distinguished from the Standai A
Model "background".
Unless we are lucky, and the 2^ contribution is very small, it will be the generation of
experiments after the next which will make significant contributions to our knowledge of
CP violation.
I thank J. Ritchie for several suggestions and simulating questions. This work wss
supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DB-AC02-76CH00016.
Figure Captions
1. One-loop diagrams responsible for K\ —* ir°ee in the Standard Model
2. a) The electromagnetic penguin contribution to K\ —> 7r°ee; b) CP-eonservin;; 2-;
contribution to if£ —> ir°ee.
3. Time distribution of 8GeV/c K° —* ir°ee decays under various assumptions ac to
the CP-conserving and direct CP-vioIating amplitudes. The K\ amplitude is assumed tc
be equal to that of K+.
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ASYMMETRIES IN pp -+ A A AND pp -• S + S
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ABSTRACT
The motivation to search for CP violation in hyperon non-leptonic decays, and the CP violation
observables experimentally accessible, are reviewed. Experimental results from comparisons of
A -• pw~ and A -» pw+ decay asymmetries are presented. The stem from data on inclusive A and A
production, from the analysis of J/t^ — A A decays, and from the exclusive production process
pp •* A A. With the present experimental approaches it cannot be expected to reach the level of
sensitivity at which CP violation effects may occur. Possibilities and limitations with pp -• AA
experiments and with pp — i + i " measurements at present and future p facilities are outlined. The
exclusive production of Z f A " pairs constitutes a unique and also promising case for the search for
AS= 1 direct CP violation in hyperon decays. This case should be regarded as a convincing argument
for the construction of a p facility in the context of the KAON Factory project.

*) Visitor at CERN, EP Division, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The origin of CP non-conservation is one of the fundamental questions to be addressed in weak
interactions [ 1]. No system other than the K° — K° system has exhibited CP violation so far.
The violation of CP invariance was discovered in 1964 by Christenson, Cronin, Fitch and Turlay [2], who measured a non-zero branching ratio for the decay K^ -» W*TT". In this experiment and
in most others performed since then [3], the only non-zero measure of CP violation has been the parameter |E| = (2.27 + 0.02)x 10"3. Since this parameter defines the mass eigenstates Kg and Kj^, and
the amount of CP impurity in them, the observations have been attributed to a AS = 2 CP violating
current in the K° — K° transitions.
In on-going experimental programmes at CERN and at FNAL, the decays of Kg and K^ both
into tr°ir° and •JT*TT~ final states have been investigated. Experiment NA31 at CERN —SPS [4] has
yielded, for the first time, another non-zero measure of CP violation, \e'/e\ = (3.3 ± l.l)x 10"3. Since
c' is related to the decay of the pure CP= — 1 component of K^> the result may be seen as the first
experimental evidence for AS = 1 direct CP violation in the actual two-pion decays of neutral kaons.
Experiment E731 at FNAL [5], a similar one using different techniques though, has obtained from
their first run the result \C'/E\ = (3.2 ± 3.0)x 10"3. Data with improved accuracy can soon be expected
from these important experiments which will hopefully shed more light on the question of direct CP
violation in the K° — K° system.
In the Standard Model of electroweak interactions with at least three quark generations (u,d'),
(c,s'), and (t,b'), the Kobayashi—Maskawa (K —M) mixing matrix connects the weak eigenstates d', s',
and b' to the mass eigenstates d, s, and b. In addition to mixing angles, some of the K — \1 matrix elements naturally contain a phase which appears to be the one and only source of CP violation. Both
types of CP violation discussed above can be explained [1]. The AS = 2 indirect CP violation from
K° — K° mixing is created by 1}ox diagrams', whereas the AS = I direct CP violation in neutral kaon
decays is due to 'penguin diagrams'.
The mechanism suggested by the Standard Model, however, does not answer the question of the
physical origin of CP non-conservation. This will have to be answered mainly by present and future

experiments searching for new phenomena of CP violation [6]. If successful, such experiments can be
considered a key for new physics.
In addition to the 'well established' investigations of Kg and K^ decays into w°n-a and •B'TT'
[7], several searches for other signals of CP violation have been considered. The most prominent are
the search for an electric dipole moment of the neutron [8], the investigation of certain rare kaon decays such as K L -" w°e*e~ [9] or the observation of longitudinal muon polarization in K^ •* /'"c
[10], searches for CP violation in the B° — B° system, and the investigation of decay asymmetries in
hyperon — antihyperon systems such as AA or Z' S ~ 111 - 13]. The latter is the subject of this paper.
Reactions pp -» YY (where Y denotes A o r i " ) can provide a particularly clean laboratory for
CP violation studies. It is well known that the hyperons produced in such reactions emerge with large
polarizations of the order of |P| ~ 0.5. To the extent that the hadronic production process is
charge-conjugation invariant, the Y and Y polarizations arc equal. Moreover, parity conservation requires that the polarization vectors arc transverse to the production plane. The pp initial state, and
thus the YY final state too, have a definite CP property, so that final-state interactions cannot generate
a misleading signal [12]. Owing to baryon-number conservation, there is no Y —Y mixing, and therefore any observed signal constitutes a measure of AS = 1 CP violation.

2. HYPERON NON-LEPTONIC DECAYS
The non-Ieptonic decays of hyperons, such as A -» pn-" and t'

-» . W , arc weak and pari-

ty-violating decays. They are characterized by mixtures of S and P waves. In its most general form the
matrix element for such a process is
M = S + P ^ ,
where S and P are the parity-violating and the parity-conserving amplitudes, respectively, o denotes the
Pauli spin matrix, and q n is the pion momentum unit vector in the hyperon rest frame. I-olloving the
notation of Donoghue et al. |13], the partial waves of a given decay mode can be parametrized in
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terms of S- and P-wave amplitudes, hadronic pion —baryon final-state interaction phases S, and weak
CP violation phases </>, each summed over isospins 1=1/2 and 3/2.
The observables to be formed from the decay amplitudes are the transition rate
r = |S| 2 + | P | J ,
and the correlation parameters
a = 2 Re (S*P)/(|S|2 + |P|2) and
P = 2Im(S*P)/(|S] 2
which govern the asymmetry of the decay angular distribution and the decay baryon polarization, respectively. The two decay parameters are related by a phase V- according to

The violation of CP in variance in the decays can be observed when amplitudes with different
phases interfere. The interference can occur between S- and P-waves or between 1 = 1/2 and 3/2 final
states. Several experimentally observable quantities have been considered [11 — 13], which, if measured
to be non-zero, would signal CP violation. These are

A = (r - r)/(r + f) ,
A = (a + a)/(a - a) ,
B = (fl + j5)/(/J - 0) , and
B' = (0 + jJj/(a - a) .
To leading order in the I = 3/2 contributions and in the hadronic phases, the size of the signals is [ 13]
A a - 2 (S3/S,) sinCfiSj-*5!) sin(<*>s3 -<p\) ,
A w sin(*si -tfPj) sin(«P, -B\)

,
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B * sin(sl>s, - ^ P j ) I t»n(SP, - S ^ ) , and
B' w sin(^ S !-^Pj) .
In a model-independent fashion the orders of magnitude are thus estimated to be
0.1B a B' » 10A » 100A .
The absolute size of the signals as predicted in the framework of the Standard Model is small.
For recent calculations [14], Donoghue has used the non-zero value of \e',le\ quoted in chapter 1, and
also bounds on BD — B° mixing snd on the top-quark mass as suggested by experiments. The normalized asymmetries A for the decays A -» pv~ (A -• p^*) and Z" — Aw" (Z~ -+ Aw*) are of the order
of a few 10"", and they are romewhat dependent on the model chosen for the calculations.
The ratios B and B' have the highest sensitivity to CP violation, but their determination requires
the measurement of the decay baryon polarization (in the case of A hyperons, this would need a secondary scattering). The ratio A can be measured directly, but it has the lowest sensitivity to CP violation. The ratio A is relatively easy to measure. For a sample of A hyperons with polarization P, the
angular distribution of the decay protons in the A rest frame is given by
W(0p) = W t l

+ («P)A cos<?p] ,

where 8- is measured between the normal to the production plane and the proton momentum vector,
and a = 0.642 ± 0.013 is the A -* pv~ decay asymmetry Parameter. Parity violation in the decays
thus manifests itself in an up - down asymmetry of the decay angular distribution. The degree of asymmetry in these 'self-analysing' decays is determined by the product a P. Therefore the ratio A can be
directly accessed with an accuracy which is basically determined by the number of analysed events. In
the absence of CP violation, however, a= —a and therefore A = 0 arc expected.
The experimental results obtained so far are, in fact, results on A for the decays A -• pu" and
A — fm~. Before discussing those initial approaches we note, however, that they all have been 'sidelines' within the respective experimental programmes. A dedicated CP violation experiment with hyperons has yet to be performed. We will try to outline further below in chapters 6 to 8 how that could
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be done using the channels pp -»• A A and pp -• i*H" for measurements of A and B (or B'), respectively.

3. INCLUSIVE PRODUCTION OF A AND A
With experiment R608 at CERN- ISR [15], the forward inclusive production of A and A hyperons was measured in the reactions pp -«• A + X and pp -* A + X, respectively, at v 's = 30.8 GeV.
Charged particles from A -» pir~ and A —
• fw* decays were detected in a double-septum magnetic
forward spectrometer installed above and below the ISR beam pipe.
In this experiment, A and A particles were produced in different hadronic reactions. Earlier
studies of inclusive hyperon production at high energies had shown, however, that the polarization is a
consequence of the beam particle fragmentation rather than the nature of the target particle. It was
therefore concluded that A and A produced in pp and pp reactions, respectively, should have essentially the same polarization. This was also supported by the similarity of the measured longitudinal
momentum distributions both for charged and neutral reaction products.
The data sample used for the final result [ 15] consisted of 17028 A and 9553 A particles. Their
polarizations («P)/|n|, evaluated in bins of transverse momentum, arc displayed in Fig. 1. From this,
the ratio (aP)j^/(aP)A was calculated, which reduces to aia under the assumption of equal A and A
polarizations. The weighted average obtained was a/a = — 1.04 ± 0.29, which can be converted into
A = - 0 . 0 2 + 0.14.

4. STUDY OF J/* - AA DECAYS
The DM2 experiment at the e*e" storage ring Orsay —DC1 [16] was a general-purpose magnetic spectrometer for the investigation of radiative and hadronic J/V decays. From a total of 8.6x 10s
recorded e*e" -• J/iJ events, 1847 decays J/>/- - A A •* pw'pw"" were observed (the branching ratio
for this Jl<p decay mode [3] is only 0.135 %).
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The quantity evaluated [ 16] was the scalar product of the unit vectors of the decay baryon momenta in the A and A rest frames, p_ and p~, respectively. The distribution obtained for this scalar
product is shown in Fig. 2. It can be compared with a Monte Carlo simulation performed under the
assumption of CP invariance. The difference between the experimental data and the simulation was
quantified by fixing a and varying a. As a result of this minimization, A = 0.01 + 0.10 was obtained.
The method used here did not explicitely require the equality cf A and A polarizations.

5. EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED PRODUCTION pp - A A
The most direct way to compare A and A decay properties is the exclusive production process
pp -• AA. This reaction has been investigated with experiment PS185 at CERX—LEAR [17] from
the reaction threshold (1.435 GeV/c) up to 1.9 GcV/c incident p momentum. The main motivation
has been to study strange quark — antiquark dynamics at low energies. We will first briefly describe the
experimental approach and then present some of the results obtained.

5.1 Apparatus And Event Signature
The PS 185 apparatus is sketched in Fig. 3. Its basic feature is that of a non-magnetic forward
decay spectrometer with a large centre-of-mass acceptance. l"he delayed decays A A -» pn-'pir" are recorded in a stack of multiwire proportional chambers and drift chambers. This chamber stack is sandwiched between devices entering the 'charged —neutral —charged' on-line trigger scheme: a CH2 target
system triggering on the p beam and vetoing the production of charged particles, and a scintillator hodoscope triggering on the detection of charged particles from delayed decays. On the upstream side of
the detector, an array of limited streamer tubes detects large-angle decay pions. On the downstream
side, a 0.1 T solenoid with three drift chambers serves to identify A and A by means of p./p charge distinction. The magnetic field is well separated from the A A production and decay regions. The apparatus has a 4ir centre-of-mass acceptance for the secondary protons and antiprotons. The beam and the
target are unpolarized.
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The events are reconstructed off-line from their tracks recorded in the chambers. Those that exhibit a distinctive '2 V 0 ' signature are kinematically fitted to the hypothesis pp •* A A -• p7r+p7r~.
With the calculated momenta of the hyperons, the spatial distribution of their decay vertices can be
transformed into lifetime distributions. Figure 4 shows A and A lifetime distributions for 4063 reconstructed events at 1.546 GeV/c incident p momentum [18]. The fitted mean lifetimes of A and A agree,
within errors, with the world average [3]. The data yielded the ratio
R = (T - T)/(T ) = 0.02 ± 0.05 ,
which is consistent with zero as required from CPT invariance. However, the error is somewhat smaller than that reported from previous work [3].

5.2 Total And Differentia] Cross-Sections
The data analysed tc date include the incident p momentum range from 1.436 to 1.695 Gc\'/c.
This corresponds to kinetic energies in the A A centre-of-mass system, e = ^/s — 2m^, between about
1 and 100 MeV.
A compilation of pp -» A A total and differential cross-sections obtained with PS 185 is displayed
in Fig. 5. At higher momenta, the angular distributions in the A centre-of-mass system exhibit a strong
forward rise. Such a pattern is known to be characteristic for peripheral processes. Even at the lowest
momentum, just above threshold, the differential cross-section appears to be anisotropic. This may indicate S-wave suppression due to pp initial-state and AA final-state interactions, or P-wave enhancement due to resonances near the AA threshold.

5.3 A/A Polarizations And CP Test
In order to extract the hyperon polarization from the data, the 'method of weighted sums' has
been adopted [18] for the evaluation of the product «P. This method requires merely a symmetry condition of the detector acceptance function, i)(0p) = JJ(180° — 0_), and no corrections are needed. The

condition is well fulfilled in this case. Simulations showed that the method used did not bias the polarizations extracted from the real data.
The product aP has been evaluated separately for A and A. Figure 6 displays a compilation of
the average A and A polarizations measured at incident p momenta of 1.445 GeV/c (848 events),
1.477 GeV/c (1185 events), 1.508 GeV/c (1845 events), 1.546 GeV/c (4063 events), and 1.695 GeV/c
(11427 events). The polarizations are shown as a function of the four-momentum transfer squared,
t = (Pp - PA)2 =

m2

p

+ mZ

H ~ s/2 + jis~~

4m*pj(ir-~4mzx)jj

cos8*K ,

which is thus linearly related to cosfi*^. The solid curve represents the boundaries t , ^ (at 8*-% = 0°)
and t m a x (at 6 ^ = 180°) of the kinematically allowed region for different values of the total centreof-mass energy ^/s. As in other A production experiments, strong polarizations are observed for reduced four-momentum transfer squared, |t'| > 0.15 (GeV/c)2, where
- t ' = - ( t - t m i n ) = v /(s - 4m2p)(s - 4m2A)/4 (1 - cos* A ) .
The polarization distributions for different y/s values exhibit a zero-crossing which occurs at a constant
value of |t'| as indicated by the dashed line. For |t'| < 0.15 (GeV/c)2, positive polarizations are observed. Its strength appears to increase with decreasing v /s.
Because of the invariances discussed in chapters 1 and 2, the polarizations of kincmatically correlated A and A were combined to a common distribution for each incident p momentum (see Fig. 6).
Instead of that, one can evaluate the individual «P distributions for A and A as a function of the A
centre-of-mass angle. The equality of the A and A polarizations follows directly from
charge-conjugation

invariance

of the

strong

interaction,

so

that

the

CP

testing

ratio

A = (o + a)/(a — a) can be easily extracted. The data obtained at 1.546 GcVc incident p momentum f 19] yielded the valu^ A = -0.07 ± 0.09. Combining the statistics of this measurement with that
of the 1.695 GeV/c data, the result is
(A1 = *(a + a)/(a - a) = - 0.023 + 0.057 .

This result has been obtained from a total number of nearly 16,000 analysed events. The error quoted
is only the statistical one. The systematic error is of the order of 10 % of the statistical one, so that it
is not significant here.

5.4 A - A Spin Correlations
For the study of final-state spin correlations, one has to consider the decays A -• pv" and A -• pir ~
simultaneously. The double angular distribution of the decay baryons in the respective hyperon rest
frames is then given by
W(0p,8p) = (lfc 2 )" 1 [1 + aP A cos8 py + a?x cos0p>. + ctaZ^ (Cjj cos0pi cos0pj)] ,
where cosffpj (cosflg.-) is the direction cosine of p (p) relative to the i (j) axis, with i = x,y,/.
(j = x,y,z). In particular, y ( = y) denotes the direction normal to the A A production plane. The
spin-correlation coefficients Cjj are defined as the normalized averages of products of three A and three
A spin components,
Cjj = ^ a o ) " 1 icos0pi cosflpj) .
The nine coefficients

are not all independent. Parity conservation in pp-» A A requires

CJK. = Cyx = Cy2 = Cjry = 0, and, because of charge-conjugation invariance, we have Cj: = C:J. The only
elements of the 3x 3 matrix that can be non-zero are C ^ , Cyy, C^., and C^,. These are, however, dependent on the hyperon production angle.
The coefficients have been evaluated [18] adopting the 'method of moments'. Since this method
requires an isotropic detector acceptance for the decay baryons, the data were corrected correspondingly. Figure 7 displays the A —A spin-correlation coefficients obtained, as a function of the A centre-of-mass angle, for 1.546 GeV/c incident £ momentum. It can be seen that the conditions required
from invariances mentioned above are fulfilled within experimental errors. The distributions shown
correspond to a total number of 4063 events, whereas for o(Cjp ~ 0.1 one would need about 5000
events per angular bin.
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The spin-correlation coefficients can be used to calculate the expectation value of the A A
spin-zero projection operator,
F S = 0.25(1 - ("A-rA)) = 0.25(1 + qfc - Cyy + C^) .
One has Fg = 0 for a pure spin-one state, F§ = 1 for a pure spin-zero state, and F§ = 0.25 for uncorrelated A and A spins. From the data shown in Fig. 7, the average value (Fg) = — 0.12 ± 0.07 has been
calculated. This number is somewhat 'unphysicaT. However, Monte Carlo simulations with uncorrelated AA pairs did not give the expected 0.25 for the singlet fraction, but yielded the value
'Fs'.MC

=

0.17 + 0.03. It can therefore be concluded that the A A pairs are produced preferably in a

spin-one state.

6. WHERE AND HOW TO GO WITH CP VIOLATION SEARCHES
We have presented three different experimental approaches to the question of CP violation in
hyperon non-leptonic decays. Any further development in this context has to be judged upon the feasibility to reach the level of sensitivity at which CP violation effects may be expected. At present this
level is said t o b e A K 2 x l 0 " 4 and B ' « 2 x l O ~ 3 . However, before actually reaching that sensitivity
with a 'dedicated and ultimate' experiment, one can still improve on today's accuracy with 'intermediate' experimental approaches, thereby learning in particular about the sources and the roles of systematical and statistical errors that influence the result. For any high-sensitivity experiment it will be
equally important to collect very large event statistics and to control the many sources of potential
systematic errors to a corresponding level.
Firstly, in the case of inclusive production processes, pp -» A + X and pp -»• A + X, the relative
normalization of the two event samples may be source of systematic errors. Furthermore, the assumption that A and A are produced with equal polarizations, although in different reactions, is not
straightforward and may even be not justified at the sub-permille level. Secondly, in the case of
J/i// -» AA decays, the determination of A does not make explicit use of the equality of A and A po-
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larizations. But it does require an extremely good understanding of the measured momentum distributions of the outgoing baryons from A -» pir~ and A -» pn' decays. In other words, the method relies
heavily on Monte Carlo simulations. A major statistical problem is the small J/if -» A A branching ratio. Thirdly, in the case of exclusive associated production, pp -• A A or pp -• X'Z~, the equality of
hyperon and antihyperon polarizations is a direct consequence of the charge-conjugation invariance in
strong interactions. Despite some experimental problems, which will be discussed in the following, the
conditions to start with are very clean. The cross-sections and branching ratios involved allow to acquire the necessary event statistics, and normalization errors do not exist in this case. Because of the
obvious advantages over the other two approaches, we will furtheron consider for CP violation
searches with hyperons only processes of the type pp ->• YY.
For any dedicated experiment there are three basic choices to be made f 11J.
• The two reactions which are particularly well suited for CP violation studies are pp -» AA and
pp — S * S ". The first one allows to measure the asymmetry A, whereas the second one is a
unique case for the measurement of B and B'.
• The total centre-of-mass energy chosen determines the cross-section of the reaction, and this
will in first place influence the statistics of the recorded data. The sensitivity of the experiment
is otherwise determined by the YY angular distribution do/dP. (see Fig.5 for AA) times the
angular dependent polarization P (see Fig. 6), so that the detector acceptance function has a
critical influence on the experimental sensitivity.
• The experiment can be carried out in the fixed target mode. This includes an extracted beam
as well as the use of an internal jet target or a pellet target. Alternatively, the experiment can
be carried out with colliding pp beams. This provides less asymmetric, yet not symmetric, experimental conditions.
Depending on these choices, new CP experiments can be considered for an existing machine, LEAR at
CERN or the antiproton accumulator at FNAL, or they may require a facility yet to be built, a p
source discussed at BNL 120], Super-LEAR proposed at CERN [21], or a p facility in the context of
the KAON Factory project at TRILMF [22J.

'II
One limitation of s^sh experiments is due to statistics, which is merely a question of high luminosity and long running time.
• If a CP violation effect in A were to be measured with a significance of n standard deviations,
the number of analysed A A decays that would be needed is [18]
N A = (3n2) / [2 <A>2 («P)2] .
To give an example, for A = 2x10"* measured with n = 3 one gets X^

=

5x10', if

|P| = 0.4 is assumed. From the statistical point of view, a corresponding measurement of
B' » 10A by means of £~i~ decays would need a factor 100 less analysed events. However,
as can be seen from the above formula, the value of the product nP, when averaged over a
certain angular region, may have a 'diluting' effect on the sensitivity of the experiment.
Other limitations are due to systematics or experimental asymmetries, in particular if they affect
particles and antiparticles in different ways. The basic experimental problem is to determine the YY
production plane and the directions of the baryons from Y and Y decays relative to that plane. This
problem has to be solved equally well for particles and antiparticles.
• In fixed target experiments, the particles produced in pp-»YY are boosted forward, and the
momentum and decay-vertex distributions are different for Y and Y. In the centre-of-mass
system, the Y angular distribution is strongly peaked around the direction of the incoming p
(see Fig. 5). Therefore, the YY production as seen in a colliding beams experiment is still far
from being symmetric.
• If YY are produced in a magnetic field, the precession of their spin vectors is of the order of a
few degrees in a 1 T m field integral, and the precession depends on the kinematics. It may
therefore be desireable to work with only a weak field, or to design the field such that the production and decay of the particles occur outside that field.
• Interactions of YY or their decay products can occur in the target material, the beam pipe (if
any), or in the detectors. They can disturb the determination of the YY production plane or
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the determination of the directions of the decay baryons relative to that plane. These interactions may be different for particles and antiparticles. In the worst case they lead to an asymmetric error in the assignment of 'above/below the reaction plane'. This is most dangerous as
it may fake an asymmetry signal. Such a spurious effect can in principal be eliminated by rejecting (off-line) those events, where a decay baryon is found within a certain small interval
±A0 around the production plane.
• Hyperon — antihyperon misidentification can lower the measured signal, but it does not create
a misleading one. The same is true for A radiative decays which occur with
BR(A - pw"Y)« 10- 3 .
For any dedicated CP violation experiment with hyperons, pp -* A A or pp -• Z'z.", some key
elements and conditions can be listed.
• An intense and non-contaminated p beam is needed, with a small divergence, good stability
and small momentum spread. In PS185 at LEAR, the typical p flux now is a few 106 s"', the
beam divergence has been measured to be AS » 4.4 mrad = 0.25°, the beam has proven to be
stable within o x o v < 1 mm*, and the p momentum spread determined is Ap/p ~ 2x 10~4.
• A proton target (p beam in the collider mode, liquid-hydrogen target in the extracted beam
mode, hydrogen-cluster jet or pellet target in the internal mode) provides the cleanest kinematical conditions to start with. In a nuclear target there is Fermi motion so that one loses
coplanarity constraints for the reconstruction of the YY production plane and decay vertices.
• A small interaction region provides well defined YY production vertices. While this condition
may be impossible to meet in a low-energy pp collider (bunch length 0.5 m or more [21]), it
calls for segmented and active targets in the extracted beam approach.
• Precise tracking devices for charged particles have to be employed in order to determine the
products and vertices of the YY decays. These trackers should have low mass and they should
nil the entire 'decay volume. They should form a symmetric arrangement around the beam
axis, with optimum solid angle coverage in particular where |aP| is large. Besides using inultiwire proportional chambers and drift chambers, one can take advantage of a modular drift
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tube design. Such thin-walled drift tubes of aluminium or aluminized myiar give very good
spatial resolution and provide high-rate capability and high detection efficiency. They can also
be readily adapted to awkward geometries imposed on the detectors. If the cell size is small
enough, such drift tubes can even provide fast trigger information.
• Particles and antiparticles must be identified. This can be accomplished, as in PS 185, by means
of a weak-field solenoid positioned 'far away' from the production and uecay regions.
• A y-veto may be desireable in order to reject A/A radiative decays. The rejection of S° -• y.\
background is an important issue only if the pp -«• A A experiment is performed above the
threshold for A2° + c.c. production (1.653 GeV/c incident p momentum).
• In view of the high luminosity needed, a clean and selective on-line trigger is essential. It can
be based on charged multiplicity steps in the first level. For pp -» AA •» pi7*piT~, a multiplicity trigger for the steps 1 — 0 — 2 (or up to 4) is easily implemented and has proven to be very
effective. In the case of pp -» A + £ ~ -• Ai7+Aw" -» p!7+ w+pn-"w", the steps 1 — 2 — 4 (or up
to 6) involve a more complex scheme. A powerful trigger can be established through the identification of one or more 'crude' tracks with finite impact parameters. This would be a signature for delayed decays. At a higher trigger level, track finding and 'V 0 ' pattern recognition
may be implemented in hardware.
• With well defined kinematics in the pp initial state, and tracks detected from all primary and
secondary charged reaction products, the precise kinematical reconstruction of an event is possible from the track image only, without the need for a momentum analysis in a magnetic
field. This is mainly due to the constraints which the delayed decays of hyperons into a
(heavy) baryon and a (light) meson impose on the kinematics.

7. MEASUREMENTS OF pp - AA
Before commenting on future experiments, we want to give an example of today's real life. The
PS185 data sample on pp — AA at 1.546 GeV,c is based on a total number of 8x 109 antiprotons in-
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cident on a segmented CH2 target of 1 cm length (8.6x 1022 protons/cm2). With a 45 (ib cross-section,
31000 AA pairs were produced. Of these, 4063 fully reconstructed decays AA •* pir'pv" entered the
final distributions. This 'overall efficiency' of 0.13 is factorized as follows. The A A double branching
ratio is 0.41, the on-line trigger efficiency is 0.75, the live-time of the data-acquisition system is 0.75,
the efficiency for off-line reconstruction of four-track events is 0.60, and the efficiency for A/A identification is 0.95. It is not obvious how one can substantially improve these figures, so they may be taken
as a sound basis for further estimates.
With a p flux of 5x 10' s" 1 and a 2 cm long liquid-hydrogen target used in an extracted beam
approach similar to PS185 at LEAR, the luminosity is L = 4x 10" cm" 2 s" 1 . The AA cross-section
at 1.650 GeV/c (just below the A2° threshold) is 80 fib, so that the acquisition rate of events for the
final distributions would be 4 s"1. In a clean and realistic experiment with small systematic errors, the
asymmetry A could be measured to a precision of 2x 10"3 with 5x 106 perfect events, recorded within
a few weeks of full operation.
The JETSET experiment (PS202) at LEAR is going to use an internal hydrogen-cluster jet target and aims at a peak luminosity of L = 1031 cm" 2 s" 1 . The main goal is to search for gluonic and
exotic hadrons through pp -• <)><p and other channels. The reaction pp -» AA is also envisaged in view
of the high-statistics event sample that can be accumulated for a CP violation study. Two problems are
encountered here which are both due to the size of the LEAR beam tube (14 x 6 an2). Most of the
produced A/A will already decay inside the tube, and very forward going decay products will not even
leave it. It will thus be difficult to achieve a clean and efficient on-line trigger. The beam tube also introduces matter in front of the nearest tracking devices. This necessarily leads to some extra error in
the event reconstruction. However, a jet target experiment at LEAR sensitive to A » 2xlO" 4 may be
feasible if the machine would be upgraded with a "bypass'. In that scheme, the p beam would circulate
in the orignal ring during the injection, cooling and acceleration, and it would then be sent to the experiment down a narrow (< 2 cm dia.) beam tube.
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8. A MEASUREMENT OF pp -

I~ + £-

The cleanest measure of CP violation is given by the ratio B' = (0 + P)/(a -a), for which both
thi ,it!><iy asymmetry and the final-state polarization have to be detected [11 — 13]. The unique process
with which to do this is pp -*• z.+Z~ (for experimental reasons 3!Dic is not considered here). The reaction is not accessible at LEAR. However, it provides, in addition to CP physics, an exciting field of
double strange quark —antiquark dynamics and spin physics, which is to be ^~°ned with a p facility of
a suitable energy range.
In pp —• Z * Z ", the reaction products exhibit a sequence of two 'self-analysing' delayed decays,
which together allow B' and B to be determined. An event of this kind, as it would appear in a fixed
target experiment at 3.5 GeV/c incident p momentum, is displayed in Fig. 8. The first decay,
i ' i " •* Aw* Air" (with CT = 4.91 cm), measures a and a of the Z~ and Z*, respectively, by means
of the up —down asymmetry of the 1*3!" decay angular distributions (a = —0.456 + 0.014 for the
Z~). In the second decay, AA -» p7r + p,." (with CT = 7.89 cm), P and /S are determined by measuring
the A and A polarizations, i.e. the asymmetry of the AA decay angular distributions
(a = 0.642 + 0.013 for the A).
The produced Z ~ and Z ' hyperons emerge with a polarization normal to the production plane,
Sr = Pry. In the Z ~ rest frame, the decay A exhibit an angular distribution of the form
W(0A) = (4*)- 1 [1 + a?r-pA)

=

W

f1

+

(»P'j; cos»A] .

The polarization of the decay A depends on its emission angle and on the initial Z ' polarization [23].
The A polarization in the i " rest frame is calculated as [ 12, 24]
1

{(a + £r-p A )p A + P ( ^ x p A ) + ^ 1 - a 2 -/? 2 '[p A x (?rxp A )]} •

Both the decay angular distribution and the final-state hyperon polarization can be derived in a
straightforward way from the decay matrix element.
The above formula shows how the polarization of the decay A in the A " rest frame is decomposed into three orthogonal components given by the directions of p ^ , S r x p A , and p A x ( S r x p A ) •
These A polarization components have the explicit form [24]

• Hi
P

A3

=

[' + ("P)T cosfl A ]-' (a + Pr cos(?A) ,

P A 2 = [1 + (aP)r cos8 A ]-' (/SPr sin0A) , and
P A 1 = [1 + ("P)r cosfl A ]-' ( ^ / l - a ^ - ^ ' P r sin8A) .
Using that coordinate system, Lorentz — transformed along p A from the i " into the A rest frame, the
angular distribution of the decay protons is then given by the three equations 124]
W(0pi) = (4*)" 1 [1 + «C\i-pp] = W

1

U + («P) Ai cosflpil .

In the actual experiment one measures the angular distributions of two consecutive decays £

-» Aw

and A — pw". These are described by the four equations for W(flA) and \V(0_;), so that the polarization as well as the decay parameters a and j3 of the H" and i * hyperons can be simultaneously extracted from the data.
A CP violating asymmetry involving '1 ; decay parameters /? and ji is (12]

The i ~ spin is in the direction normal to the production plane, y, and the A spin is reflected by the
direction of the final proton momentum, « A Pp. The above triple-product correlation can then be
transformed into

The counting asymmetry generated by this expression is proportional to [ P T a \ (/? + /J)r] .
Data on the reaction pp -• i * t ~ are very scarce. The cross-section estimates from a few bubble-chamber experiments are based on a handful of identified events or, in some cases, on the
non-observation of such events. The reaction threshold is at N/s = 2.643 GeV which corresponds to
2.621 GeV/c incident p momentum in a fixed target experiment. From some existing data around
3.5 GeV/c it can be concluded that the pp -• Z'z.'

production cross-section is about 2 /ib. A fraction

0.41 of this corresponds to (2 + 4) charged particles in the final state. Here it should be noted that the
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cross-section of the reaction pp — AU'AIT" is an order of magnitude larger. This process appears to
be dominated by the 2"(1385) [2" (1385)] resonance. Its threshold is at ,/s = 2.766 GeV which corresponds to 2.995 GeV/c incident p momentum. However, even when working above that threshold,
the kinematics of pp -• H * H " and of the subsequent chain of delayed decays allows to uniquely identify these events off-line and to separate them from the background.
Nothing is known experimsntally about the angular distribution and the hyperon polarization in
the exclusive production pp -*• i*H~. Although it is appealing to assume similarities with pp -» AA,
the double quark — antiquark annihilation and creation process embedded in pp -» H * 1' may imply a
very different dynamical behaviour. The inclusive production of hyperons in proton-proton and proton—nucleus interactions [25] indicates that the 31" emerge with a polarization somewhat smaller than
that of the A. However, the pursuit of a dedicated high-sensitivity CP violation search by means of
pp -• 31 * i ~ should naturally include as its first step the measurement of cross-sections and polarizations in that reaction.
Monte Carlo events pp -• T+z.~ at 3.5 GeV/c incident p momentum have been generated isotropically in the centre-of-mass system. The resulting laboratory' polar angle distributions arc shown in
Fig. 9 for the Z ", its decay products Aw", and the A decay products pw ". All baryons are confined
within 6 < 40°, and almost all pions within the forward hemisphere. Although an experiment for such
a measurement has yet to be designed, the distributions in Fig. 9, together with some design considerations discussed in chapter 6, give an indication of what a detector might look like. In a fixed target
approach, the detector would have the characteristics of a wide-angle forward decay spectrometer and
it would have to cope with very high primary event rates. With a useful p production rate of 107 s" 1
and an internal hydrogen-cluster jet target, one may achieve luminosities as high as 1032 cm" 2 s" 1 .
This figure, which i? foreseen in the case of Super-LEAR [21], is an order of magnitude above the
most optimistic figures for pp collider or extracted beam approaches. Based on existing Z"Z~ data and
on our experience with A A events, the accumulation rate of pp -» I * 3 " events for the final distributions can then be estimated to be around 20 s"'. A number of 5x 107 fully reconstructed events, which
would be needed to detect CP violation at the level of B' « 2x 10"3, would thus require a running
time of the experiment of, say, two months.

•IS

9. SUMMARY
The search for new phenomena of CP violation is a fundamental and challenging subject in
particle physics. The study of non-leptonic decays of (polarized) hyperon— antihypcron pairs exclusi%'ely produced in medium-energy proton — antiproton interactions, pp -• YY, constitutes a very clean
case in this respect, both from theoretical and experimental points of view. Present experiments on A
and A production have not reached the level of sensitivity at which a difference between A and A decay asymmetry parameters can possibly be expected. The problem calls for a new generation of experiments, for which the reaction pp -» 3!" S ~ appears to be the most exciting and also a very promising
case. Such an experiment, unique for the measurement of both the decay asymmetry and the decay
polarization parameters a and fi, respectively, needs a dedicated high-intensity p facility with momenta
in a range around 3.5 GeV/c. On the other hand, the outstanding physics potential provided by
pp •» S ~ S ", in particular in view of a sensitive search for AS = 1 direct CP violation, should be regarded as a convincing argument for the construction of such a p facility.

I warmly thank the organizer, John Ng, for having invited me to Hs enjoyable workshop and
for the hospitality during a pleasant week in Vancouver. 1 gratefully acknowledge fruitful discussions
with David Hertzog and many collegues in the PS 185 collaboration.
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Figure 3: Experimental set-up of PS 185 with 1 = trigger-active target system (see also the magnified
view), 2 = multiwire proportional chambers, 3 = drift chambers, 4 = scintillator hodoscope,
5 = solenoid with drift chambers, and 6 = limited streamer tubes.
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SEARCH FOR VIOLATION OF TIME REVERSAL INVARIANCE
IN K& DECAYS

William M. Morse
Department of Physics
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

ABSTRACT
Measurements of the T invariance violating transverse polarization in
A'M3 decays are reviewed. Suggestions are made on possible improvements.
Searches for time reversal invariance violating polarization in A'^3 decays are attractive
since the "Standard Model" predicts no measurable effects, while many nonstandard models
of CP violation predict measurable effects (see for example the paper by G. Kane, these
proceedings, p. 1). Most modern models of CP violation, however, predict values of e'/e in
the same range as predicted by the Standard Model. I will first discuss the existing A'^3
measurements and then discuss how more sensitive measurements might be made.
A Yale/BNL collaboration1) made a sensitive search for a violation of time reversal
invariance through the measurement of muon polarization in the decay A' + — 7r°/i + ^.
The T-violating correlation of interest is Pn <x S • (pn x p^), that is, the component of union
polarization normal to the decay plane. Under the time reversal operation, all three quantities
change sign. Thus in a T invariant world, the spin of the muon must lie entirely in the decay
plane.
The experiment was performed in a nearly monochromatic 4 GeV/c A' + beam which
passes through the cylindrically symmetric detector shown in Fig. 1. Typically, about 2 x
1011 protons were accepted per AGS pulse on the one mean-free-path platinum target. The
momentum acceptance was Ap/p * 0.10. The solid angle acceptance was about 4 x 10~5 sr.
Positive muons from A' + —<• ir°fi+uv. decays occurring in a 5 meter drift space are focused
towards the beam line and degraded by the steel toroidal magnet, and finally brought to
rest in the aluminum polarimeter. The trigger logic requires, in addition to the muon, the
detection of a gamma ray (from the ir° — 27 decay) in a small lead glass array (~8 radiation
lengths) located downstream of the polarimcter. The sense of the decay plane pn x p,, is thus
preserved in the Lorentz transformation to the laboratory (see lower inset, Fig. 1) so that the
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Fig. 1. The central figure shows a schematic view of the basic experimental apparatus, where
the different hodoscopes are designated by capital letters. The upper diagram represents an
exploded view of a polarimeter element, showing the vector polarizations of a stopped muon;
and the lower drawing presents a schematic view of the relationship between the momentum
and spin vectors of the A',,3 decay products in the center-of-mass system and laboratory
systems.
T-violating component of polarization in the laboratory is effectively SM • (;7/v- x;7M), that is,
normal to the plane defined by the laboratory momenta of the kaon and the muon.
The polarization of the muon is measured in the polarimetcr, which consists of 32
aluminum wedges distributed azimuthally with scintillation counters mounted between the
wedges (G) on the upstream (F) and downstream (I) face of each wedge (see super inset,
Fig. 1). The muon decay is identified by the detection of the positron (fi+ —* e+t'tPli) as a
delayed pulse in one of the two G counters flanking the wedge in which the muon came to
rest. However, the delayed pulse must not be in coincidence with veto counters surrounding
the polarimeter. Each G counter is associated with a clock which is gated on by the fast
trigger. The detection of the delayed unvetoed positron pulse stops the clock, thus recording
the time and direction of the decay. Before the muon decays, its spin is processed with a
period of 1.3 /*sec by a 54 G axial magnetic field. Because of the parity violating nature of
the weak decay of the muon, the positron is emitted preferentially along the direction of the
muon spin. Thus, the amplitude of the asymmetry, A = R — L/R + L, of positions detected
in I counters to the right (R) or left (L) of the muon stop position varies sinusoidally as a
function of time. Tlie geometry of the polarimeter and the applied magnetic field allow a
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measurement of two components of the muon polarization: Pt, the T-conserving transverse
polarization, and Pn, the T-violating component. The field direction is reversed before each
beam pulse, allowing an independent determination of the Pt and Pn components.
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Fig. i. The upper graph shows, at the left, the variation of At as a function of time and
the bottom graph shows similar data for An. The plots to the right show the data with the
background subtracted, plotted modulo 1.2 //sec, the precession cycle time. Note the different
ordinate scales.
The curves of Fig. 2 show the results for the measured asymmetry A, plotted as a
function of time. The upper cui 'e shows the sinusoidal dependence of At, the asymmetry due
to T-conserving polarization Pt. The lower curve (with an expanded vertical scale) shows the
time dependence of the T-vioIating asymmetry An. The damping of the sinusoid in the At
plot is due to random (background) clock stops. A least squares fit to the amplitude At yields
a T-conserving polarization Pt = 0.86, which is consistent with Monte Carlo calculations and
serves to calibrate the detector. For the T-violating data, the fit (using the frequency and
phase from the At fit) implies a value for the T-vioIating polarization Pn = (3.0±4.7) x 10" 3 ,
consistent with zero.
This experiment was limited by the random clock stops which were discussed in the
last paragraph. The experiment could be improved by replacing the aluminum/scintillator
polarimeter with a totally active polarimeter. Of course, a detector must be chosen which will
not depolarize the r ons. Calorimeter elements with a 2"x2" face would result in 1152 elements - a gain in segmentation of thirty-six over the 32 scintillator elements in the Yale/BNL
experiment. Of course, care must be taken in the readout since the polarimeter resides in a
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magnetic field. Furthermore, a totally active calorimeter measures the energy of the decay
positron allowing significantly improved analyzing power. Assuming the technical problems
can be solved, an experiment with ten times the sensitivity is possible with the AGS Booster.
This research is supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract
No. DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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T H E O R E T I C A L A S P E C T S O F C P VIOLATION IN KaL

-> M V ~ DECAYS

John N. Ng
Theory Group, TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A3

ABSTRACT
I give a brief discussion of the muon polarization asymmetry in A'£ -+
fiji decays as a test of the induced s-rf-Higgs boson vertex in the standard
model. This is particularly relevant if the 2-quark is heavy and the Higgs
boson is light. Other gauge models of CP violation are also discussed.
1.

MUON POLARIZATION ASYMMETRY AND THE INDUCED
s-d-H° VERTEX

The possibility of testing CP violation in the rare decay K'OL -^ f& was first pointed
out by Pais and Treimann.1) This decay is particularly simple, in having two muons in the
final state. From the viewpoint of modern gauge theories of electroweak interaction the decay
involves the GIM mechanism and hence probes the effects of heavy quarks.
Assuming CPT invariance, the A"£ states can be written as

U|2}1/2 ,

(1)

where CP| A'?) = | A'?) and CP| K%) = - | K%). The CP odd and even admixture is measured
by the e parameter, which is determined to be (2x 10~ 3 )e' 7r / 4 . Hence, for our purposes we
shall u«.s!.«5Ct this and treat the /i'£ as mostly a CP-odd state.
For the final state dimuon system their CP properties are given by ( - ) s + \ where S is
the total spin of the system. On the other hand, its parity is given by ( - l ) i + 1 , where L is
the angular momentum. We see that when the dimuon system is in a 1SQ state it is CP odd
and P odd. If it. is in a 3Po state then it is CP even and P even. We can draw the following
conclusions on the decay Kf —»ftji:
(i) it is parity conserving if CP invariance holds
(ii) it is parity violating if CP is also violated
If the polarization of one of the outgoing muons is measured, we can form a quantity called

the polarization asymmetry by taking the ratio
L

N(R)+N(L)

'

K

'

where N{R) and N(L) denote the number of right-handed and left-handed muons, respectively. A nonvanishing Pi will be a clear indication of CP violation. The general form of the
matrix element2) for the decay (1) is given by
M = au if 5V + buv
and the decay rate T is calculated to be

where r = ( 1
\

by

\

•£- I
mK

~ 0.92. In terms of a and b the polarization asymmetry Pi is given

J

_

2r Im 60*
a | 2 +r2 | b | 2
Im (6a*)

Since the width F is known, we use the experimental value3)
r o x p = 1.2 x 10- 1 6 eV
in our calculations. It is well known that the decay (1) is dominated by the two-photon
intermediate state which gives rise to an imaginary part of a. If we write
a =

aem + fin

b = a em + bn ,

(4)

where the subscript n denotes nonelectromagnetic, then

Since the CP-violating part in the chain A'2 —' TTTT —' 77 — /( + /t~ is like t'/c ~ 10~3 we can
argue that
Imben
< 10- 4 .
Im atm
P u t t i n g these together wo obtain (lie result
, bn Im n,m

.
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The quantity bn is an effective flavour-changing neutral current.
Next we examine how in the standard mode] with a light Higgs boson H° a nonvanishing
bn can arise. 4 ' 5 ) The most general effective Hamiltonian one can write down for calculating
bn is the following:
el1

• = -~

\gAA

9PP
(7)

The subscripts are self explanatory and we follow the notation of Ref. 2 ). Tho bilinear /(7,\/i do
not contribute due to the Dirac equation and ]io\pii vanishes identically. Furthermore, 54,4 can
arise from Z° exchange and gives only a small contribution. gPJ> gives rise to an and hence is of
no concern to us. Only gsp will conribute. It is directly given by the induced s-d-H° coupling in
the standard model. A typical Feynman diagram is depicted in Fig. 1. For details of the calculation

-Jl.

W

u.c.t

u.c.t

(b)
(c)
(a)
Fig. 1. The sd — /ifi transition via II0 exchange, (b) and (c) denote two Fcynrnan
diagrams for the s-d-ll vertex.
see Refs. 5 ' 6 ). The result for gsp is given below:
g2
Osp -

where xci =

c

msmit

,

(8)

32TT 2

' . In Eq. (8) we have used the Wolfeiistein-Maiani representation') of the

Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix given below:

Ap\:ic'
V

AX3(l-pcis)

(9)

where A = 0.22 and A = 1.05. Characteristic of CP violation in the standard model, the
effect we are discussing is of order As and hence is small. The second remark is that gsp is
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Fig. 2. Polarization asymmetry as a function of 6 for A/// = 1 GeV/c2. The labels
4,3,2,1 on the curves denote m, = 180, 120, 90 and 60 GeV/c2, respectively.
dominated by the i-quark and increases at m 2 . Thirdly, the pole due to virtual Higgs boson
exchange is evident from Eq. (8). Substituting Eq. (8) and the experimental value for F into
Eq. (6) we obtain
PL = l.Sx\06gsp.

(10)

As an illustration for M// = 1 GeV/c 2 and mt = 180 GeV/c 2 , Pi ~ 0.05. Figure 2 givesPL as a function of the KM phase i for JW// = 1 GeV/c 2 It is also clear that the magnitude
of Pi decreases as A/jJ2. For example, with an Mfj = 5 GeV/c 2 Pi drops to 2 x 10~3.
2.

OTHER MODELS

We have discussed Pi in the light of the standard model. In fact Pi can be used as
a test of the s-d-II induced vertex for any generalization of the SM that has an extended
Higgs structure. 5 ) The best-known examples are the two Higgs doublet jnodels and the Higgs
sector of the supersymmetric extension of the standard model. Several other models can also
accommodate a Pi of the order of 10~ 2 -10~'. We list a few examples below:
2.1

Left-Right Symmetric Model8)

Here the source of CP violation comes from Wi and M7/v- mixing. It usually gives a
neutron dipole moment of 10~2l> e-cm. However, if the phases have a hierarchy structure this
model can also have dn ~ 10~25 e-cm. Pi. is estimated to be ~J0~' i . The proviso here is that
the complicated Higgs structure does noi play a role.
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2.2

Two-Higgs-Doublet Model with Natural Flavour Conservation9)

This is a modest extension of the SM with one Higgs doublet, <j>\, coupling to UR and
the other, foi t o ^A- It has the same phase as KM as in the standard model for the additional
charged Higgs coupling to fermions. The phenomenology is similar to that of the SM except
for the additional pair of charged Higgs bosons, H*. Pi is estimated to be Pi ~ 0.4. However,
there are many free parameters involved.
2.3

Two Doublets and Two Singlets Model10)

This is the simplest model that contains both explicit and spontaneous CP violation.
Besides the usual KM phase in t h : quark-mixing matrix, this model also exhibits the phenomenon of scalar-pseudoscalar mixing. The CP phenomenology of the kaons and 6-mesons is
the same as that of the SM. However, it also gives rise to dn ~ 10~2S e-cm. More interestingly,
it predicts the electric dipole moment of de charged leptons to scale like ~ = ( —- j . The
ae
\mej
polarization asymmetry can also be large, Pi ~ 0.1.
3.

CONCLUSION

It is of paramount importance to establish the validity of the KM phase as the sole
source of CP violation. However, even if we have done that we have not gained any deep
understanding of its origin. We can only point to the complexity of the quark mass matrix
as the source. Hence, it is crucial to find other sources of CP violation. Given the fact that
most extensions of the standard model contain complicated Higgs structures, it is conceivable
that both explicit and spontaneous CP violation occurs. The measurement of Pi will provide
a handle to probe CP violation beyond the standard model. Similarly the measurements of
dp and de are equally important. The time is ripe for both experimentalists and theorists to
think hard and come up with new ideas to probe CP violation.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN FOR THE MUON LONGITUDINAL
POLARIZATION IN KL -> put DECAYS

T. Inagaki
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, KEK
Oho 1-1, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan

ABSTRACT
As a natural extension of our experiment (E137) at KEK we have
a plan to measure the muon longitudinal polarization in h'i —>• fift.
Non-zero polarization in the process indicates P and CP violation. The
polarization is sensitive to the light Higgs contribution in the Standard
Model. We will expect to measure the polarization with an accuracy of
about 20%.
INTRODUCTION
We are now doing an experiment to search for the rare decay A'j, —> \ic using two-arm
spectrometer at KEK. 1 ) In the present experiment the sensitivity of KL, —»fie reaches 10~"
order. It corresponds to the collection of about one hundred KL —* fifi events. As the next
step we have an intention oi promoting this work further and to increase our sensitivity by
one order of magnitude. It corresponds to one thousand Ki —* fi/i events. One thousand
fifi events will enable us to measure the muon longitudinal polarization in KL — HH decay
in a few ten per cent level. Another plan to measure the muon longitudinal polarization in
KL —• W w a s proposed by the E791 group 2 ) at BNL-AGS. In their design 14% accuracy in
the polarization measurement will be achieved from ten thousand KL —* /«/' events.
The muon longitudinal polarization in KL —* W decay was pointed out to be non-zero
by Sehgal,3) if there is P and CP nonconservation. It is due to the unitarity phase effect that
the process includes both the long-range weak electromagnetic term and the short-range pure
weak term. The polarization from the K°-K state mixing, f, was predicted to be 7 x 10~4.4)
The left-right symmetry model5) predicts the polarization 10~ 3 -10~ 2 which is larger than
the € contribution. Recently Bottela and Lim6) investigated this process in the Standard
Model. They found that the polarization is unexpectedly large. The effect conies from the
interference between the long-range weak electromagnetic term and the Iliggs boson-exchange
term as shown in Fig. 1. In tlieir word, the measurement of the polarization above 10~3 will
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H

Fig. 1. The Higgs boson exchange diagram.
be a signal of the existence of a rather light Higgs boson of less than 10 GeV. The calculation
by the previous speaker, J. Ng,7) gives similar results.
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
The measurement of the muon longitudinal polarization in KL ~* fifi will be done by
following three steps. At first the signal of the /are decay Ki -> /i/i should he cleanly obtained
against the background from the /i',,3. In the next muons should be stopped to decay in the
detector volume. Finally the emission angle of electrons from \i —> evV should be measured.
There are some advantages in doing this experiment with E137 set-up (Fig. 2) at KEK.
The KL —* fi/J, events are clearly isolated from the A"M3 background by the high resolution
measurement in E137. For the second and third steps the detector must, be thick enough to
stop GeV muons and thin or segmented enough to measure 10 MeV electrons. In E137 the
energy of muon is relatively lower than that of other plans. It is due to the fact that KEK-PS
is the lowest-energy machine to produce kaon beam. Figure 3 shows our muon spectrum. We
can get 80% efficiency when stopping 1-3 GeV muons. In the E137 set-up muons after the
magnets fly parallelly with the beam direction. The module size will not become large in the
downstream part.
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Fig. 2. Plan view of E137 set-up.
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Fig. 3. The energy spectrum of inuons from AT, —»
the Monte Carlo calculation using the E137 set-up.

- It is obtained from

Figure 4 shows the scheinaticai view of the niuou detector. The resent muon filter in
the arm for the positive charge will be converted to the detector, because the negative niuons
(n~) are trapped by nuclei as the mesic atom and lose their primary polarization. After an
iron filter of 60 cm muons of 1-3 GeV will be stopped in aluminum. The aluminum is divided
into 90 plates of 5 cm thickness. Total amount of aluminum is 40 tons. The modules to detect
electrons are installed between plates. If we take each module as four planes of drift chamber,
xx'yij, and take 2.5 cm as the cell size, total number of cells will be 20,000.

MO m

\ V/\/y
Fig. <1. Proposed union d e t o d o r . (a), (b) and (c) are an iron filter, aluminum
plates and drift chain dors, respectively.
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We estimate the yield based on one thousand Ki -* up. events. In order to estimate
the yield it is necessary to take following factors into account: fi+ stop efficiency, sensitive
time ratio for / i + decay and detection efficiency of electron. We expect these factors to be 0.8,
0.8 and 0.3, respectively. Then the detection efficiency of e + from KL —> W w ' " be about
20%. We will get about 200 events of /i + -+ e+vV. The statistical fluctuation of this number
is 7%. If we put the analyzing power of fi+ —> e+uu in aluminum to be 0.3, we will reach the
sensitivity of 20% in the polarization measurement.
The sensitivity in the KEK experiment might be limited around this value. It might be
hard to reach less than 10% sensitivity in the experiment at the present BNL-AGS. These
are far beyond the interesting region of 1% level. Future experiment at a Kaon Factory will
be able to achieve this work. However, it must be important to study or do this experiment
at the present stage. It has a window to search for the light Iliggs in the Standard Model in
some mass range. And moreover, the most important thing is that nobody knows that fine
art polarimeter works well in the high rate environment.
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